Hp The result is that, for p < <x, the infimum is the solution c of the equation
while if p = », the infimum is 2^(1 -log|/(0)|/log A), which is the limit, as p -> oo, of the solutions of (1). We begin by showing, in Lemma 1, that for each pair of numbers A Q, A, 0< A < A.< 1, there is a step function h on (0, 2?r) satisfying fQ27T\h\ = 2n
and f}n log|£| = 2tt log A., and which takes on the value A and one other value y . For H , the number c = measure{x| h(x) = y~\ will be the required solution of (1). Lemma 1. Given 0< A < A. < 1, there exist unique numbers c and y{ depending on A and A J such that 0 < c < 2n, 1 < y and (2) 2n = {2n -c)A + cy and 2v log AQ = (2tt -c) log A + c log y.
Further, c satisfies the equation (3) c log[ 1 + Ml -A)/cA] = 2rr log(A/AQ).
Also, for fixed A, the left-hand side of (3) is an increasing function of c.
Proof. If y" is the unique solution of (4') y-A = log y -log A I -A log AQ -log A for y > A, then y > 1. Let
Since equations (4*) with y = y~ and (4"), together, are equivalent to equations (2), the pair c, y satisfies (2). Then from (4"), 0 < c < 2n. Equation (3) follows easily from (2) and a routine calculus argument proves the last statement of the lemma.
Lemma 2. // 0 < c < 2n, G e Ll{0, 2n) and \G\ < A < 1 on a set S of measure 2n -c, then (2tt -c)A -j \G\< (277 -c) log A-j log |G|.
Proof. This follows immediately from the inequality log A -A > log tt f or 0 < t < A < 1. 
